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19 May, 2022 | Australian Chamber Orchestra, Sydney 

AUSTRALIA SUMMIT 
Respond Today, Transform Tomorrow 

 
 

 
 
18 May 2022, Wednesday 

 

Site Tour of Brookfield Place & Sunset Drinks at 
Shell House – ULI Members Only 
 
19 May 2022, Thursday 

 

ULI Australia Summit 
 

CBD Reactivation Forum  
The CBD remains challenged as the epicentre of our City. Is the past recoverable? Is 
rehabilitation of the centre a reality – and if so is it viable ? What drives tomorrow’s CBD? 
 
What is the catalyst to make this happen – that’s sustainable and affordable? Is rehabilitation 
from the ground up? How will the asset values be maintained? Can a greater focus on Arts / 
Cultural and Social fabric drive CBD re-activation? Can the fringe and the core co-exist? Gain 
local and global perspectives. 
 

The Australian Dream vs the 21st Century Reality 
The middle fringe family dwelling with 2 parents, 3 kids and a dog is now a minority. 
Personality, affordability, access, diversity, connectivity has changed this aspiration. As makers 
of Cities that ultimately serve their communities how can we map this? How are today’s voices 
shaping the tomorrow’s city?  How do first timers enter the market and therefore is that driver?  
Is the dream regional? 
 

Regionalisation in a Global Market 
Pre-COVID there has been a trend to globalization – of experience, identity and asset 
ownership. Recent years have narrowed our world and changed the perception of City and our 
engagement with it.  As we respond to the new norm does the global model work? Are Global 
Cities still a measure? Are regions the new centre of activity and therefore investment?  How 
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does investment not destroy regional fabrics – both individual and institutional? Has 
affordability become a blanket issue across the nation now, rather than just a City one? 

 
Leadership Forum 
We have many expert opinions and views throughout the day. As leaders in the industry - how 
do these views impact the way you contribute to the future of our Cities and the development 
of them? What is on your mind? What keeps you engaged? What are three biggest issues 
impacting your work? How can bodies like ULI add to improve outcomes? Hear from the leaders 
in the industry and gain a new perspective. 
 
20 May 2022, Friday 

 

Circular Quay Revitalisation Tour & Panel 
 


